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INSPIRATION 
 

The Dunlea Centre, Australia’s original Boys’ Town, is a work of the 

Salesian Society of Priests and Brothers, a Catholic order founded 

by St John Bosco in Italy in 1859. Inspired by the life and teachings 

of Jesus, he held a deep love and concern for young people, 

especially the most neglected. St John Bosco believed that 

education was largely a matter of the heart that leads people to 

know that they are loved, and this belief influenced the 

development of his “Preventive System” of care and education in 

contrast to the more punitive approaches of his day. 

 

All Salesian works are therefore inspired by the legacy of St John Bosco and committed to 

promoting his “Pedagogy of Loving Kindness”. This is an atmosphere of compassion, 

tolerance and forgiveness based upon the fundamental belief that young people have the 

capacity to change. This philosophy has evolved into the contemporary Charter for Salesian 

Schools in Australia which guides the work of the Dunlea Centre. This charter calls all 

Salesian educational works to be:  

 A home that welcomes 

 A parish that evangelises 

 A school that prepares for life 

 A playground where friends meet and enjoy themselves  

As a Catholic educational institution located within the Archdiocese of Sydney, the Dunlea 

Centre is also guided by the Archbishop’s Charter for Catholic Schools which calls all Catholic 

schools to give witness to their distinctive educational, spiritual, moral and social purposes within 

the evangelising mission of the Church founded on Jesus Christ, and to express this in their traditions 

and charism.  

HISTORY 

  

The Dunlea Centre takes its name from its founder, Fr Thomas 

Dunlea (1894-1970), who established Boys’ Town at Engadine in 

1939. He was inspired by the original Boys’ Town founded in 

Omaha, USA, in 1917, and he drew further inspiration from the 

philosophy of St John Bosco cited above. The Salesians have been 

directly responsible for the work of Boys’ Town since 1952. Boys’ 

Town became the Dunlea Centre in 2010 in recognition of the need 

to broaden service provision through the establishment of an 

adolescent girls’ unit. The Dunlea Centre now caters for adolescent 

boys and girls at risk of disengagement from their family and 

society. 
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VISION 

  

The Dunlea Centre aspires to be: 

 

A welcoming community where lives are  

changed and right relationships are restored 

 

MISSION 

 
The essential purpose of the Dunlea Centre is: 

 

To empower adolescents and families at risk to change their lives 

and restore relationships through the provision of quality 

therapeutic, educational and life skills services  

 

MOTTO 

  

A place for change 

 
 

VALUES 

 

RUAH is a Hebrew word meaning ‘breath of God’ and is used as an acronym to represent the 

four values of respect, understanding, affection and humour. The Dunlea Centre’s RUAH 

values are derived from Salesian spirituality which gives emphasis to being joyfully present 

to others and mirroring the loving kindness and compassion of God. By living out these 

RUAH values the Dunlea Centre helps to bring the loving presence of God and the Gospel of 

Joy into the lives of each young person and family entrusted to its care. 

 

RESPECT        UNDERSTANDING         AFFECTION          HUMOUR 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 

 

To achieve our mission through focusing on the three pillars of our 

organisation: 

 

COMMUNITY       –       SERVICE      –       STEWARDSHIP  
 

 STRATEGIC INTENTS  

 

 

 

SERVICE 
2. We will respond 

creatively and 
proportionately to the 
increasingly complex 

needs of clients 

STEWARDSHIP 
3. We will build organisational strength 
and capacity to ensure relevant quality 

service provision into the future 

 

COMMUNITY 
1. We will nurture our 
Salesian identity and 

develop strategic alliances 
with stakeholders and 
relevant professional 

colleagues 
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STRATEGIC OVERVIEW 
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The 12 components that will help us achieve our strategic 

intents that will, in turn, deliver on our mission 
 

Strategic  
Intent Statements 

These will be achieved by giving priority to the 
following components: 

COMMUNITY 
 
1. We will nurture our 

Salesian identity and 
develop strategic 
alliances with 
stakeholders and 
relevant professional 
colleagues  
 

1.1 Formation - ensuring all staff and Board members are 
appropriately inducted and regularly formed in the Salesian 
charism and a contemporary understanding of the teachings of St 
John Bosco 

1.2 Internal Relationships - promoting a safe and welcoming 
workplace culture characterised by mutual respect , effective 
communication and collegiality encompassing all levels of staff and 
Board relationships and where parental input is sought and valued 

1.3 Partnerships – cultivating relationships and professional 
networks with Salesian, community and education authorities, 
providers and similar community organisations 

1.4 Community Engagement  – building the profile of the 
organisation through effectively using advertising, the media, 
community events, donor relationships and other promotional 
opportunities 

 

SERVICE 
 
2. We will respond 

creatively and 
proportionately to 
the increasingly 
complex needs of 
clients  

2.1 Client Focus – treating each client and family with dignity and 
tailoring service provision to flexibly meet individual needs and 
family circumstances and advocating on behalf of clients 

2.2 Professional Learning  - providing regular high quality learning 
and development opportunities for staff, especially in the areas of 
mental health, education and life skills so that a culture of 
reflective practice, collaboration and high performance is 
encouraged 

2.3 Best Practice – incorporating  evidenced-based contemporary 
best practice into current and future service delivery models 

2.4 Accountability -  ensuring the organisation satisfactorily meets 
the accreditation and legislative standards of the Salesian, Church, 
Community and Education governance sectors 

STEWARDSHIP 
 
3. We will build 

organisational 
strength and 
capacity to ensure 
relevant quality 
service provision 
into the future 

3.1 Mission Integrity  - aligning all policies, guidelines, processes 
and governance decisions within the organisation with Salesian 
spirituality and the inspiration of St John Bosco 

3.2 Facility Provision – ensuring buildings and facilities are 
appropriately planned for, well-maintained, effectively utilised and 
fit for purpose for existing and future programs and services 

3.3 Financial Sustainability  – securing and managing existing and 
future funding sources and closely monitoring capital investments, 
assets and expenditure in accord with fiduciary responsibilities 

3.4 Effective Governance – developing and implementing sound 
policies, strategies and risk management systems that promote our 
capacity to meet the needs of clients 
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